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ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY 
 

Department of Energy.  Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. 
 
Access:    http://www.eere.energy.gov/

The mission of the EERE is to: 1) Enhance energy efficiency and productivity, 2) bring 
clean, reliable and affordable energy technologies to the marketplace and 3) make a 
difference in the lives of everyday Americans by enhancing energy choices and therefore, 
quality of life. 
 

The website of this office of the Department of Energy goes a long way to helping us 
achieve  these goals.   The page is organized into three major sections.   Section one 
deals with various topics. Section two with various EERE programs and section three with 
current news of DOE activities.  
 

The first section  – called the Energy Information Portal – deals with various topics. 
 The first is energy efficiency. It gives us good links to learn about the   way to make our 
houses, factories, vehicles and utilities more efficient.      The second is Information For, 
a list of links for consumers and kids. The third is Renewable energy, a list of links for 
more specifics on various alternatives.  The last is Topics (about education and financial 
aid).  It is for those who want more formal (or informal) education/training in alternative 
energy and information for those who wish to invest in this movement. 
 
The next big section, entitled DOE Offices and Programs, consists of framed links built 

around the department’s eleven energy programs.  There is a link for the EERE itself. 
These programs are: Biomass, Building Technologies, Distributed Energy (ie: the power 
grid),  Federal energy Management Program,  Freedom Car, Geothermal,  Hydrogen & 
Fuel cells, Industrial Technologies, Solar,  Weatherization and Wind & Hydropower  
(Dams, tidal power).    Each one of these sections is full of more links on each specific 
program.  There are “features”, or links to upcoming related programs.  There are 
frequent “how it works” links to specific forms of technology.       Of special interest is a 
listing of local related events all over the country within each or these project categories.  
A typical example is the Freedom Car section. It has links to information about hybrids 
and research in electronics, materials, high combustible fuels and other projects needed to 
create the Freedom car.    
 



The third section consists of News, section of news releases about EERE’s activities, 
accomplishments  and funding of various programs.   It also has Features, links 
announcing major upcoming energy At the time of my reading, the features were Earth 
Day 2006 and a list of energy saving hints. It also includes a chance to subscribe to 
EERE’s newsletters. 
 

This is a very good website.   It is designed to give access to information about  EERE 
programs as well as the progress in various energy developments.  This it is does and 
does well.  It is not the most adventurous site for news of all energy developments, but it 
is a great site for beginners to use to learn about energy.  It gives good, solid reliable 
information that is typical of government sites. It is basically a series of lists and links, 
but they are easy to understand and follow.  It should be noted that it frequently links to 
documents that require the reader to use Adobe.   It should also be noted that the site’s 
search engine picks up only DOE news and publications.  The links are easy to follow 
and good information can be had with a minimum of clicks.     
 

This site will be as useful for energy researchers seeking news and hard data as for the 
beginner just getting used to the energy field. It will be useful for everyone from mature 
children to adults.  This one can be recommended.   
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